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At the time of the election held in November 1979 a questionnaire was included
with the ballot. George Campbell, who
heads the Election Committee, has put together a succinct report covering the varied
and various answers to the questionnaire.
There were 46 "Suggestions and Comments"
and 43 members indicated their willingness
to write articles on various subjects. Answers to "Committee Work" totaled 128
and were sent to me, and by the time you
read this report I hope to have the names
and addresses of those willing to fielp into
(Continued

on page 6)

Meeting Notices
At WESTPEX '81, a regional meeting of the CZSG at the Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California on Saturday, April 26, 1981 at 1:00 p.m.
Details from Dick Salz, eO-27th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94121.
At CIAPEX '81, a regional meeting
of the CZSG at the Howard Johnson
Motel, Des Moines, Iowa on Saturday
afternoon, May 30, 1981. Details from
Dr. R. J. Lambert, 400 Carver Hall,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
50010 or R. Kraemer, 3615 Story St.,
Ames, Iowa 50010.

Mail Sale No. 10

o

Consignments for the 10th mail
sale may be sent between June 15
and July 14, 1981, to R. H. Salz, 6027th Avenue, San Francisco,
CA
94121. Please ship insured or registered. Certificates necessary on all
Scott Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 15. The sale
will take place in either late September or early October.
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No. 58

A Trip Across the Isthmus.
By Anthony Trollope
EDITOR'S NOTE.
The following fascinating account of life on .the Isthmus of Panama
around 1855 is from Anthony Trollope's book "The West Indies and the Spanish Main".

At Cartagena 1 encountered a family of native ladies and gentlemen, who were journeying from Bogota to Peru. Looking at the map, one would say that the route from Bogota
to Buena-ventura on the Pacific was both easy and short. The distance as the crow flies the condor I should perhaps more properly say - would not be much over two hundred
miles. And yet this family, of whom one was an old woman, had come down to Cartagena,
having been twenty days on the road, hav- this place which also bears the denominaing from thence a long sea journey to the tion of N~vy Bay in the language of sailors.
isthmus, thence the passage over it to Pan- But our friends from Yankee-land like to
ama, and then the journey down the Pacific! carry things with a high hand, and to have
The fact of course is that there are no a nomenclature of their own. Here, as their
means of transit in the country except on energy and their money and their habits
certain tracks, very few in number; and are undoubte,dly in the ascendant, they will
that even,Jill these all motion i5 v~y dim- probably be successful; and the place will
cult. Bogota is about three hundred and be called Aspinwall in spite of the disgust
seventy miles from Cartagena, and the jour- of the New Granadians, -and the propriety
ney can hardly be made in less than four- of the English, who choose to adhere to the
teen days.
names of the existing government of the
country.
A rose by any other name would smell
as sweet, arid Colon or Aspinwall will be
equally vile however you may call it. It is
a wretched, unhealthy, miserably situated
but thriving little American town, created
by and for the railway and the passenger
traffic which comes here both from Southampton and New York. That from New
Yark is of course immensely the greatest,
for this is at present the main route to San
Francisco and California.

Scott No. 147.
Panama Railroad Anniversary,
From Cartagena I went on to the isthmus;
the Isthmus of Panama, as it is called by
all the world, though the American town of
Aspinwall will gradually become the name
best known in connexion with the passage
between the two oceans.
This passage is now made by a railway
which has been opened by an American
company between the town of Aspinwall,
or Colon, as it is called in England, and the
city of Panama. Colon is the local name for
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I visited the place three times, for I
passed over the isthmus on my way to Costa
Rica, and on my return from the country I
went again to Panama, and of course back
to Colon. I can say nothing in its favour.
My only dealing there was with a washerwoman, and I wish I could place before my
readers a picture of my linen in the condition in which it came back from that artist's
hands. I confess that I sat down and shed
bitter tears. In these localities there are but
two luxuries of life, iced soda-water and
clean shirts. And now I was debarred from
any true enjoyment of the latter for more
than a fortnight.
The Panama railway is certainly a great
(Continued

on page 7)
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Only a limited amount of Canal Zone
material was offered at auction during the
winter season. The most expensive item sold
was a mint copy of the Thatcher bridge
error, Scott No. 157a, which went for $12,500 against a catalogue value of $8500 at
a Peter Kenedi auction.
In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue. The
name of the auction house follows. All
items are unused and without serious defects, unless mentioned otherwise. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
Scott No.3, $312 ($265) International
Philatelic Corp. (abbreviated IPC in following); 7,$95($85)
IPC; lOa, inv. ovp.,
$160 ('$150) J. and H. Stolow; 14£, "8 cts"
double,' $45'0 ($450); 15, $1850 ($1400)
IPC; 19b, antique ZONE, $120 ($90) IPC;
22'g','lny; center, $1250 ($1250) IPC: 23c,
doubl~ovp:;' $250 ($250). IPe; 8~~a,vert.
pr., imperf.horiz., $300 ($275) IPC; 33a,
double ovp., $150 ($150) IPC; 37, $50
($30) IPC; 39c, booklet pane, $400 ($400)
IPC; 3ge, inv. center, sl. crease, $32)5($300)
IPC; 55a, ovp. reading down, $120 ($80)
IPC; 61b, double ovp., $350 ($300) IPC;
67a + 67b in pr., $1650 ($1650) IPC.

Nos. 70-80, $125 ($125) IPC; 80, bI. of
4, $250 ($120) Robert Siegel; 84b, ZONE
CANAL, $310 ($200) IPC; 85a, ZONE
ZONE, in bi. of 4, dist. gum, $410 ($357)
IPC; 93, pI. bl. of 6, $280 ($250) Stolow;
94, $200 ($175) John A. Fox; 95, fine,
$1l5 ($85) Siegel; 95, bi. of 4, f-vf, $425
( $340) Siegel; 96, pI. bI. of 6, $80 ($75)
Stolow; 97b, booklet pane, $560 ($500)
IPC; 99, pI. bI. of 4, $210 ($1l0) Stolow;
lOla, booklet pane, $125 ($120) Scott;
115c, complete booklet, $275 ($300) IPC;
117b, complete booklet, $115 ($130) IPC;
120-135, $90 ($63) IPC.
Nos. CI-5, $80 ($100) Earl P. L. Apfelbaum; C2, pI. bI. of 6, $825 ($900) IPC;
C5a, in pr., $75 ($43) IPC; C15-20, $60
($43) Scott; J17a, "POSTAGE
DUE"
double, $300 ($275) IPC; J17b, "E" omitted, s.e., $225 ($200) IPC; 08, $500 ($450)
IPC; UX5, used, some creases, tiny holes,
small spots, $325 ($500) Apfelbaum.
Ocean to Ocean Liberty Loan flight Oct.
18, 1918, $160 Siegel; Graf Zeppelin, Cristobal (May 15, 1930) with Cl (10) +
C3 (2) to Havana (May 16), Sevilla, and
Friedrichshafen, $2200 Siegel; Graf Zeppelin, Cristobal (May 15, 1930) with Cl,
C3, C4 and U.S. C18 on card flown Lakehurst to Germany, $2700 Siegel.

Ninth Mail Sale Report
The 9th CZSG Mail Sale was an outstanding success. Your committee did a remarkable job on Saturday, October 4, 1980,
by doing everything involved in mailing out
the lots except sealing the envelopes. On
Sunday the sealing operatiOn was performed
admirably by President Stilwell, assisted by
Vice-president Salz - apparently a job well
suited to their talents! Monday morning
the mail bag was lugged to the local postoffice where all the mail was cancelled and
on its way in a record time of 45 minutes.
Of course all registration and insurance
forms had been filled out previously and
postage had been placed on the envelopes.
Many thanks to our committee for all their
labors: Tom Brougham, Ray and Marilyn
Erickson, Terry and Pat Ethridge, Dick and
Maggie Salz, and Russ and Kathy Samuels.
Needless to say we were most pleased to
have the expert help from representatives
of the East Coast Division: Mike Demski,
and George and Ginny Stilwell.
Here are some statistics, which at this
writing are possibly subject to a few
changes. The final accounting will appear
in the Treasurer's Report in the 2nd quarter
issue of the CZP. After deducting the nobid lots (14), the withdrawn lots (2), and
the combined lot (5 ), we had a total of
804 lots on which 5,557 bids were placed
- an average of 6.91 bids per lot. Total
sales were adjusted to $41,945.50 because
of the .return of 4 lots, amounting to
$613.50, which were not correctly described.
As expected, costs of the sale ($1,206.56)
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were up from last year, and all lots were
mailed postage paid ($410.97) to the successful bidders. Expenses totaled $1,617.53
and a net profit of $2,577.02 has been
turned over to the treasurer.
The most popular lot in the sale was number 14 which received 33 bids (Sc. #4 OG
NH VF with a high bid of $160 and which
sold for $80). Lot 15 had 30 bids: lot 475
had 29. bids; lot 193 had 28 bids; lot 128
had 26 bids; and lots 21, 104 and 443 had
25 bids. There were 249 bidders, plus 1
who arrived after the close. Of the 249 bidders there were 175 successful. Material
was provided by 48 members (up from 31
the previous year). There were many complimentary notes accompanying the payments for lots. A few examples: "Many
thanks for a job well done - I am SUPER
PLEASED." "Nice items. Glad the sale was
so good. Sorry I ended up mlssmg so
much." "...
am already looking forward
to next year's auction." "...
everything I
expected and am very pleased with the
courteous service I've received from the
mail sale committee." "Many thanks to the
mail sale crew for another fine job."
Copies of prices realized are still available from R. H. Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94121 - please send a
stamped addressed envelope (20¢ ).
The 10th Mail Sale will be run by the
West Coast Division in October 1981. Vendors should send material anytime between
June 15 and July 14, 1981, to R. H. Salz,
60-27th Avenue, San Francisco, CA-94121.
Put those dates on your calendar NOW as
we cannot count on the "REMINDER" in
the 2nd quarter CZP reaching you in time!
The committee extends best thanks to
both buyers and sellers who participated in
the 9th Mail Sale.
-Mail Sale Committee
West Coast Division

Winners
In the previous quarter CZP the name of
the winner at MANPEX '80 was inadvertantly omitted. Our apologies to Richard
Potter.
During the past quarter we have four
members who have won awards and to
whom congratulations are in order: Richard
Potter won a Bronze medal for his 32 page
exhibit of "U.S. Possessions-P6stally Used
on Covers" at BOSTON '80 held August
21-24 at the John B. Hynes Veterans Auditorium, Boston, Massachusetts; and to Lee
H. Cornell who won a Vermeil. medal for
his· CanaL Zone exhibit shown at NOPEX
'60 held "OCtober 10-12 auhe5heraton InnAirport at Kenner, Louisiana.
Hairy Metzleigets double congratulations
for his wins at two shows: at'SEPAD '80
a Silver award for "Censored Covers of the
Camil Zone" - the Philadelphia· show was
held at the SheratOn"Hotel from October
17-19, 1980. His other winner was his ex-
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hibit of Canal Zone which won the Apfelbaum award for best exhibit on printed
pages - this award was given at FLOREX
'80 held in St. Petersburg, Florida from
November 7-9, 1980, at the Bayfront Con-course Hotel.
Another SEPAD '80 winner is E. Paul
Bender who won a Gold award and also the
American Air Mail Society Medal for this
€xhibit of "Specialized Canal Zone Airmails."
Great going, Exhibitors! 1980 was a banner year for awards won by Canal Zone
exhibits, and it is my prediction that 1981
will be even better. Apologies to those winners who have not been acknowledged in
the CZP but not all winner's names are published in the philatelic press (my source);
so if you would like recognition please notify me of your successes.

-R. H. SALZ
Variety of No. 16A
By Gilbert N. Plass
In Vol. 14, p. 23 (1978) we reported
and illustrated an unusual variety of No.
16A. The type font used for the ''1'' of "1
ct" is definitely the kind that was used for
No. 16A and not that used for Nos. 16 or
16B. But the spacing is entirely different
from any previously reported example of
this stamp. The "CANAL" is 2.5 mm below the upper bar, the "1 ct" is 1 mm above
the lower bar, andtM 'spacing between the
bars is 17.2 mm. Complete sheets of 100
are known of No. 16A and there is no
stamp in the entire sheet with a spacing
anything like this.
Now George Gorman has submitted a
second example of this variety, also used.
'This stamp was first spotted by Tom
Brougham in a collection purchased from a
dealer. This stamp is canceled in the year
1906 and has accents on the first and third
"'A"s of the left "PANAMA". This made
me think that I might be able to plate these
examples. I soon discovered that the second
copy with these accents and with certain
minor breaks in the letters of the surcharge
could only come from Pos. 33 of the upper
half pane (or the corresponding Pos. 83 of
the lower half pane). Another look at the
first copy discovered through the courtesy
.of William Kuttner showed that it had to
come from either Pos. 30 or 50 (or the
-corresponding Pos. 70 or 100).
The accents and the breaks in the letters
corresponded exactly in both cases, but the
.spacings were all wrong. What had happened? 'Suddenly I realized that the spacings were exactly correct for the corresponding positions of the 2¢ denomination. What
could have happened? A plausible explanation, assuming that the 1¢ denomination
was printed first, is that the spacings were
changed preparatory to printing the 2¢ surcharge, but the "1 ct." was left in the form.

A few panes were surcharged in this state
and then the type was changed to "2 cts."
and No. 17A was printed. If the 2G~were
printed first, the explanation would be that
the "1 ct." was inserted and a few panes
surcharged before the spacing was changed
for some reason and the majority of the 1
stamps were surcharged. I can not think of
any other possible explanation. I would be
glad to hear of any other theories.
<i'

We should all check our copies of No.
16A as there must be more copies of this
interesting variety in existence waiting to be
discovered. Let me know if you find any!

Fig. 2.
Scott No. 6 with straight edge at left.

Scott No.6

Look For This One!

By R. H, Salz

A friend has sent me an in~eresting folder
measuring 3~ x 6'14" and consisting of four
pages. The front one reads: "FLIGHT!
'OCEAN TO OCEAN'! Cristobal-BalboaApril 15, 1932! [then a 2~ x 21;~" photograph of Gerald D. Bliss, Comdr. Alva D.
Bernhard, and Will Rogers] Dramatis Personae/ Gerald D. Bliss, Postmas~er! Cristobal, Canal Zone! Abou Saad Temple, Panama Canal Zone! (Honorary Member Akdar
Temple)! Comdr. (Now Admiral) Alva D.
Bernhard, Pilot! Commanding Fleet AirBase! Abou Saad Temple! WILL ROGERS/ AMERICAN CITIZEN/ Tkdar Temple, Tulsa, Oklahoma."
Inside, on page two, and in philatelic
mounts, is the Nicaraguan set of 1939 air
mail stamps-nonoring- Will Rogers. Pages
three and four are of further interest:
"Enroute by air on one of his periodic
trips from California to the Canal Zone and
beyond, Will Rogers stopped briefly at this
fueling station of Pan American Airways
and observed first-hand the destruction and
dire suffering of the people whereupon he
immediately handed his personal check for
$5,000.00 to the Relief Committee.
"Continuing his itinerary to the Isthmus,
he augmented this amount by approximately
$8,000.00 with two entertainments at the
local theaters under auspices of the Canal
Zone and Panama Chapters of the Red
Cross, playing to 'Standing Room Only'
crowds whom he, individually and alone,
interested in breathless attention for more
than three hours at each performance.

Here are two interesting covers franked
with the 5¢ Lincoln. The cover illustrated
in Figure 1 is cancelled at Matachin on December 28, 1904, which is a slightly late
usage for this stamp. Actually the stamps
of this second series, the overprinted U.S.
stamps of 1902, were no longer valid for
postage after the close of business on December 11, 1904. Possibly the postmaster
at Matachin was not on his toes and thus
the letter slipped through. Is this the latest
use of this stamp? If any of our members
have covers of this series posted after December 11, 1904, please notify our editor.

Fig. 1. Scott No.6 on Dec. 28, 1904 cover.
The cover illustrated in Figure 2 is pictured here for an exciting reason - the
stamp has a straight edge at the left side.
What does this mean? If you will refer to
the lead article in the £lrst quarter CZP of
1980, which discussed the discovery of a
plate number strip of 3 from a RIGHT
pane, you will see that this straight edge
stamp is further proof of the existence of
at least one right hand pane - at least asfar as the 5¢ denomination is concerned.
And note how the overprint is shifted
downwards similar to those on the plate
number strip of 3 which is illustrated in
the article referred to.
Final note - both of these covers are
addressed to Constantinople and were sent
"Open Mail Via London" as noted in the
lower left corner of the envelopes - not
visable in these cut-down illustrations.
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I am a private collector who wishes
to buy from another private party
a collection or accumulation
of
earlier Canal Zone or Republic of
Panama stamps in f-vf and vf condition. Mint preferred. Please let
me know what you may have and
how much you would like for it.
P. O. BOX 127
CHINCOTEAGUE, VA. 23336

Fake Paquebot
Fig. 1. Emergency

earthquake

"We may, accordingly, well understand
the motive actuating a grateful Latin Republic in thus according the unusual distinction of assigning a place on their postal
stationery to our own most universally loved
and revered private citizen.

"

"

"An unusual incident of philatelic interest
is found in an echo arising from conditions
recited in first paragraph above.
"The Pan American Airways mail plane
on regular schedule over F.A.M. 5, Miami
to Cristobal, made its customary stop at
Managua the day following the catastrophe,
April 1, 1931, when,
of course
neither
stamps nor postal facilities of any kind were
available.
"Consequently
such Emergency Mail as
was tendered, either to Airways or Postal
officials, was carried to Cristobal by this
plane WITHOUT
any assessment of the
usual 'Postage Due.'
"The few envelopes thus carried that have
been preserved have become valuable and
treasured items to their owners.
"Very truly yours,
"GERALDD. BLISS [sig. in green ink]
Box 1,
"Miami, Florida
"At this time '
"Postmaster,
"Cristobal, Canal Zone"
-R.
H. SALZ
EDITOR'S NOTE. A cover from this flight
is shown in Fig. 1. It has the Pan American
dated cancel of April 2, 1931 and the company receiving mark of Cristobal of the
same date. There is also the diamond shaped marking with the words "MANAGUA /
4-2-31 / EMERGENCY / NICARAGUA".

cover, Managua

to Cristobal.

Thursday, June 16, 1904, from "Echoes
from the Canal Zone" - Paymaster E. C.
Tobey, Disbursing
Officer of the Canal
Zone, who up to the present has been residing in Culebra, changed his quarters to
Panama on Tuesday.
Saturday, July 9, 1904, article entitled
"DINGLEY TARIFF FOR CANAL ZONE"
The President also ordered the establishment of nine postoffices in the zone.
These orders were communicated
to Admiral Walker by Secretary Taft, in accordance with the President's order of May 9
for the government of the zone.

mark.

mark, in purple, has now been seen on a
Pedro Miguel cover, canceled with the
usually steel duplex handstamp, dated Jan.
21, 1918. This cover also has a Saginaw,
Mich., steel handstamp receiving mark on
the back. The stamp is the 2¢ Cordova
with type I CANAL ZONE overprint. The
cover, except for the Paquebot mark, appears to be genuine.
-LAWSON P. ENTWISTLE

Initials on 20¢ Golden Gate
In an article in the United States Specialist, John Meek lists the siderographer initials
and finisher initials that are on the plates
of the 20¢ Golden Gate stamp. We thought
that it would be of interest to our readers

Sunday, July 17, 1904, from article titled
"Isthmian Items of Interest" The date
upon which the new American "Zone" postage-stamps, recently arrived from Washingto list the plates that were used for the
ton, will be placed on sale has not as yet
Canal Zone overprint.
been decided on.' Mr. Leitherman, the speDMC
DMC
none
CAH
EH
OHH
CIR
Initials
ELS,
CHR
JBJ,
cial agent who came down from WashingJMcF
SWL,
E
LS, AWL
AWL
CHR
ELS,
CHR
JJMcD,
LRM,
AWL,
Finisher
CHR
FB
WWM
ECH,
WWM
JMcF
RJL
RJL,
JMB
Siderographer
Initials
17228'"
11428'"
11530
11230"
11531
11429"
19648
17229"
19468
11426"
19134
11427"
ton to personally superintend
the installation
Plate
16648
16646
star plates
of the money order system, may "return
to
the States upon a short trip, before he
undertakes to permanently inaugurate the
postal service on the Zone; but, Mr. A. A.
Smith, his assistant, will probably be here,
awaiting the return of the chief. Mr. Leitherman was Director General of Posts in
Porto Rico.
Philatelists are reported to have effected
some big deals by arrangement with the
Isthmian Government
in the surcharged
Panama stamps which were declared to be
acceptable temporarily
upon the Canal
Zone.
Friday, July 22, 1904, from "Isthmian
Items of Interest" - post-Office Inspector
Leitherman was in Cristobal yesterday and
will visit the offices installed at other stations before returning to this city .

-R. H. SALZ

Panama Star and
Herald, Panama

Fake Paquebot Mark

Wednesday, June 1, 1904, from "Echoes
ham the Canal Zone" The familiar
faces of the mail carriers that were to be
seen on the trains between Colon and this
city since the establishment of the French
Canal Company have disappeared. The canal mail is now being handled by the Panama Railroad Co.

A fake Paquebot mark on Canal Zone
cover(s) is in circulation. This mark, which
was described in Linn's for Oct. 25, 1916,
and in the SEAPOSTER
for May-June
1918, is a 36 mm x 56 mm tooth-rimmed
ellipse with PAQUEBOT in the center. The
above-mentioned
articles concern its apperance on covers from Canada. The same
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The plates marked as star plates had a
star entered opposite the plate number 011
the right side on the upper right pane.
Since all known panes overprinted
from
these plates for the Canal Zone were lower
left and lower right panes, no star plate
numbers are known with the Canal Zone
overprint on this issue.
Two more plates, 19812 and 20033, used
for the Canal Zone, issue were made after
1928 when the use of initials was discontinued and thus these plates do not have
any.
-GILBERT N. PLASS

Errors and Varieties
By Gilbert N. Plass
The second Canal Zone postal card first
issued in March 1908 exists in seven different types, the last of which came out in
September 1912. Scott recognizes only four
of the seven types (Nos. UX2, UX2c, UX2d,
UX3 ), but they are all listed and described
in the UPSS Catalogue and in the Check
List published in this journal. Fig. 1 shows,

Fig. 5. Plate number block of six,
Scott No. J3.
Fig. 3. Imperforate 1970 seal.
lustrated and discussed. Many more minor
An interesting provisional booklet cover varieties have also been shown and discusis shown in Fig. 5. This printed cover was sed. We want to thank the various collecoriginally the second type of booklet covers tors who have made their material availwith "ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMISSION" able for this series, often with a request
printed at the top. When this nan1e was that their name not be used. This column
changed to "THE PANAMA CANAL," a will appear less frequently in the future as
new third type of booklet cover was printed there is very little remaining material availwith this new name. However in order to able to me that has not already been used.
use some of the old covers apparently a If you have any errors or varieties that have
printed "THE PANAMA CAN ALP was not already been included in our journal
Fig.,I. UPSS No. S7a, double overprint.
pasted over the "ISTHMIAN
CANAL
(check the index), I would be delighted to
h
f
I
.
C'bb
COMMISSION"
on
the
second
type
of
include
them in a future issue.
rWill I s, a
1 f h'
_
through t e courtesy 0
,,~
_. t-('T-FpSe-booklet .co¥er_An_examp e~o_t. Is.rare_cov- -------~------doubleoverpriiit on Type v .overprill
I 1'11ustvrat ed() er as sh'own ill F'Ig.. 4
No. S7), a variety not prevIOusy
Book
Reviews
here.
The first major error among the twelve
By David Famsworth
Canal Zone Christmas Seals has just been
A Chronology of Events Relating to the
reported. The 1970 seal showing two maPanama Canal prepared by K. Larry Storrs
caws was rouletted with colored lines, Fig.
for the Committee on Foreign Relations,
2. One pane has been discovered completely
United States Senate, through the Congresimperforate as shown in Fig. 3.
sional Research Service, Library of Congress, 1977, SN 052-070-04348-2, 36 pages,
pamphlet, $1.40.
Dates are given with brief descriptions
Fig. 4. Provisional booklet cover.
of the relevant events from May 8, 1826 to
The last item is not en error or variety, September 7, 1977. The events range from
but is shown because it is unique as far as treaty signings to statements on television
I can determine. It is the only recorded by u.s. Senators to Boyd's resignation as
example of an unused plate block of six of Panama's Foreign Minister on February 9,
the 10¢ postage. due, Scott No. JS. The 1977. Most are political in nature, and the
plate number is '6555. The plate number and majority of the dates are in the 1970's.
inscription is weakly printed in places; this
often happened in that period when the Final Environmental Impact Statement far
make-ready in the press did not extend the New Panama Canal Treaties, Departquite far enough into the borders of the ment of State, 1977, SN 044-000-01674-.5,
sheet with the result that insufficient pres- 372 pages, paperbound, $5.75.
Environment is considered in a wide
sure was applied at the edge where the
plate number and inscription were located. sense. One impact is the loss of jobs by
If any member has knowledge. of another current employees. Another is the increase
unused plate block of six, please advise in rail and truck usage across the U.S. if
canal tolls would be raised.
your Editor.
The smaller instruments of agreement, for
This column on errors and varieties has
appeared in virtually all of the last 52 is- example for the disposition of certain forest
sues of this journal (sometimes under a dif- areas, which were attached to the treaties
ferent heading). During this time virtually of 1977 are reproduced. Also good material
Fig. 2. Rouletted 1970 seal.

~very major Canal Zone error has been il-
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Postal Stationery Committee:
Irwin J. Gibbs, P. O. Box 940,
Burlingame,

CA 94101

Revenue Committee:
Elliot C. Chabot, 14104 Bauer Dr.,
Rockville, MD 20853
The fact that so many members took the
time to answer the questionnaire is indicative that our group is a healthy one. But
everyone needs' a helping hand now and
then, and Gil Plass - your editor - is no
exception. So lets get our ideas down on
paper. Make a rough draft, jottings, notes,
thoughts, and anything else you think would
be the basis of an interesting artic)e for the
CZP. Now that you have done that send it
off to the editor.
Many new avenues in Canal Zone collecting have been opened up by the 1979
questionnaire, and it is hoped this will be
apparent in future CZP's.
If you would like to exchange information, ask questions and enjoy a few hospitable hours with fellow Canal Zone collectors, then get in touch with either or both
of the following members and find out when
and where the meetings are held: Bill Kuttner, Chevy Chase, MD (301) 654-3246
and George Stilwell, Mountainside, NJ (201)
232-8403.

--

Director of Posts Dies
The last Director of Posts for the Canal
Zone, Lew C:-Hilzinger,
died of an appar":'
ent heart attack at the age of 56. He was
appointed Director of Posts on Jan. 2, 1977
and served to the last day of the Canal Zone
Postal System. He originally started working
for the Postal Division in 1949 and had
worked in many of the former post offices
on both sides of the Isthmus.

A Trip Across the Isthmus
(Continued from page 1)
fact, as men now-a-days say when anything
of importance is accomplished. The necessity of some means of. passing the isthmus,
and the question as to the best means, has
been debated since, I may say, the days of
Cortes. Men have foreseen that it would
become. a necessity to the world that there
should be some such transit, and every con"
ceivable point of the isthmus has, at some,
period or by some nation, been selected as
the best for the purpose. Thus railway is,
certainly the first tha.t can be regarded as a
properly organized means of travelling; and
it may be doubted whether it will not remain as the best, if not the only permanent!
mode transit.
Very great difficulty was experienced in
erecting this line. In the first place, it was
necessary that terms should be made with
the government
of the country through
which the line should pass, and to effect

this it was expedient to hold out great inducements. Among the chief of these is an
understanding that the whole line shall become the absolute property of the New
Granadian government when it shall have
been opened for forty-nine years. But who
can tell what government will prevail in
New Granada in forty-nine years? It is not
impossible that the whole district may then
be an outlYing territory belonging to the
United States. At any rate, I should imagine
that it is very far from the intention of the
American company to adhere with rigid
strictness to this part of the bargain. Who
knows what may occur between this and
the end of the century?
And when these terms were made' there
was great difficulty in obtaining labour. The
road had to be cut through one continuous
forest, and for the greater part of the way
along the course of the Chagres River.
Nothing could be more unhealthy than such
work, and in consequence the men died
very rapidly. The high rate of wages enticed many Irishmen here, but most of
them found their graves amidst the works.
Chinese were tried, but they were quite inefficacious for such labour, and when distressed had a habit of hanging themselves.
The most useful men were to be got from
the coast round Cartagena, but they were
enticed thither only by very high pay.

five dollars. Steerage passengers from New
York to, San Francisco are at present booked
through for fifty dollars. This includes their
food on the two sea voyages, which are on
an average of about eleven days each. And
yet out of this Rfty dollars, twenty-five are
paid to the railway for this conveyance over
fifty miles. The charge for luggage, too, is
commensurately high. The ordinary kit of a
travelling Englishman
a portmanteau,
bag, desk, and hat-box - would cost two
pounds ten shillings over and above his
own fare.
But at the same time nothing can be
more liberal than the ge~eral management
of the line. On passengers journeying from
New York to California, or from Southampton to Chile and Peru, their demand no
doubt is very high. But to men of all classes,
merely travelling from Aspinwall to Panama
for pleasure - or, apparently, on business,
if travelling only between those two places,
free tickets are given almost without
restriction. One train goes each way daily,
and as a rule most of the passengers are
carried free, except on those days when
packets have arrived at either terminus. On
my first passage over I paid my fare, for I
went across with other passengers out of
the mail packet. But on my return the superintendent not only gave me a ticket, but
asked me whether I wanted others for any

Th e woe
h I roa d 1·les th roug h trees an d
bushes of thick tropical growth, and is in
this way pretty and interesting. But there
- is nothmg-wonde-rfuhn4:he
scenery; uniessto one who has never before witnessed
tropical forest scenery. The growth here is
so quick that the strip of ground closely
adjacent to the line, some twenty yards
perhaps on each side, has to be cleared of
timber and foliage every six months. If left
for twelve months the whole would be covered with thick bushes, twelve feet high.
At intervals of four and a half miles there
are large wooden houses - pretty-looking

friends. The line is a single line throughout.
~s both .Costa Rica and Nicaragua are
chiefly of Importance to the eastern and
w.e~tern W-?rld.~,_l!~j.ei!!g_ the distIl.ft in·
wInch the Isthmus between the two Americas may be most advantageously pierced by
a canal - if it be ever so pierced - this
subject naturally intrudes itself into all mattel'S concerning these countries. Till the
opening of the Panama railway the transit
of passengers through Nicaragua was immense. At present the railway has it all its
own way.

houses they are, built with much taste, . ea ch 0 f w h'ICh a supennten
.
d ent WI·th a
ill
certain number of labourers resides. These
men are supplied with provisions and all
necessaries by the company. For there are
no villages here in which workmen can live,
no shops from which they can supply themselves, no labour which can be hired as it
may be wanted.

Bo k Re .' s0

VIew

(Continued from page 5)

on the ecology of the proposed sea level
canal can be found in this eclectic report.

Maritime Commerce and the Future of
the Panama Canal by Norman J. Padelford
and Stephen R. Gibbs (Cambridge,
MD:
Cornell Maritime Press, Inc., 1975) (ISBN
0-87033-202-3),
206 pages, $12.50.

From this it may be imagined that the
line is fuaintained at a great cost. But, nevThis book is the product of a U.S. Deertheless, it already pays a. dividend of
partment of Commerce grant. The authors
twelve :a'ilda .;half per cent. So much at
profusely
document
and illustrate
their
least 'IS acknowledged; but those who pretend to understand the matter declare that
study of the probiems and capabilities of
the canal. They make projections and give
the real proRt accruing to the shareholders
recommendations.
is hardly:lessthan
five-and-twenty per cent.
The Sum charge for passage is extremely
The advantages of the use of the canal
high, being ,twenty-five
dollars,
or five 'are discussed. Supply and demand curves
pounds for 'a single ticket. The.distance
is are utilized to show how costs of goods
under fifty miles. And there is: no class but
transported might increase if the canal were
the one. Everybody passing over the isthclosed. Information on the registry of ships
and the nature of cargos fill the pages.
mus, if he pay his fare, must pay, twenty-
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The problem with the present canal are
analysed. Fog in the Cut and insufficient
water supplies are two of them. The piloting maneuver of squeezing a large modern
ship through a lock built for smaller craft
is vividly described. It is not just a steering
problem since the water displaced and propelled in a lock causes suction and currents.
The limits of the capacity of the present
canal are examined in detail. The authors
conclude that the saturation point will be
reached in the year 2010 based upon their
explicit and reasonable assumptions, which
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are grounded in part on the trends to con·
tainer and other specialized ships, superships, and rail-sea systems.
Since the largest share of the transits
are from the Asia-U.S. east coast trade
route, the condition of the U.S. transcontinE)ntal railroads and the availability of deepwater ports in the U.S. for ships larger
than the Panama Canal maximum, called
Panamax, greatly affect canal traffic. Less
efficient railroads, for example, make it more
economical to ship from the east coast
through the canal, than overland by rail
and then by ship from west coast.
The third locks and sea-level canal proposals are considered. The authors favor
the United States building a sea-level canal
at a route ten miles north of the present
canal when superships become more plentiful and use U.S. ports to fuller advantage,
the present facility becomes crowded, or the
military necessity impels the U.S. to do suo
Competing options such as a pipeline across
the isthmus are treated in an interesting
manner.
It is refreshing to read a hard-nosed analysis of the canal from a maritime point Df
view without the usual Bunau-Varilla type
stories, political axe grinding,
or social
preaching. Readers interested in the canal
as a waterway for commerce should put
this on their reading list. Do note that the
book is not listed in Books in Print 19791980 but is available from the publisher
and some book dealers.
The United States in Panamanian Politics:
The Intriguing Formative Years by Gustavo
Adolfo Mellander (Danville, IL: The Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., 1971 )
(ISBN 0-8134-1219-6),
215 pages, $7.95.
This book covers Panamanian
politics
from before the revolution of 1903 through
the presidential election of 1908. The author lived in the Republic of Panama for
many years. He used government
documents there and in the United States ~'or
this study. Many of these had not been
available
before.
Using these primary
sources, Mellander reveals the true motivations of Panamanians and North Americans.
The United States became involved in
Panamanian elections only to the degree that
it felt the canal project was threatened. The
Constitution Party, which was in charge, i~
pictured as running corrupt elections. ThJ
Liberal Party requested United States' ini
tervention repeatedly.
The United States
apparently had no policy, but rather rel
acted to each event. Governors Magoon and
Blackburn (on Scott numbers 137 and 114)1

and their roles are described.
The book is like a long history journal
article. It is very narrow in its ~cope. Mellander does not even mention the Costa
Rican boundary dispute of 1907. This is
the kind of research upon which the more
general treatments are built. It is an excellent monograph.
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Col. James DeVoss
Honorary Membership
The Board of Directors has elected Col.
James DeVoss to Honorary Membership in
the Canal Zone Study Group in appreciation for his invaluable service. He was one
of the original members who worked very
hard beginning in 1951 to first form the
group and then to publish the first issue of
the C. Z. S. G. Philatelic Notes in 1953.
This original group was only active for a
couple of years, but Col. DeVoss worked
toward reactivating the group in 1967 and
resuming publication of our journal in 1968.
The group has grown and prospered since
then. Col. DeVoss and his wife have personally attended to all the details of mailing
each of the 52 issues of the Canal Zone
Philatelist from 1968 to 1980 including placing the addresses on the envelopes, inserting
the journal inside, and mailing at the post
office. This has become a monumental task
in recent years as the number of members
has grown. We are all greatly indebted to
the De Vosses for this service to the Society.
Only one other member has been elected to
Honorary Membership, Edward S. Conger,
who also helped form the group and was
Editor of the first five issues.

Articles for philatelist
We can definitely use more articles from
our members in the Philatelist. In the questionnaire distributed over a year ago, 43 of
our members indicated that they had topics
un which they could write articles for our
journal. Yet not a single one of these 43 has
sent in an article as yet! Remember your
knowledge does not do anyone any good
until you share it with your fellow members
through an article. Your Editor will be glad
to help get your article in proper shape for
publication. Do not be bashful let us
have a flood of new articles to keep up the
quality of our journal.
In this same questionnaire members made
many excellent suggestions for both our
group and particularly for Oljr journal. They
indicated topics that they would like to see
covered more frequently and in more detail.
However, your Editor can only publish the
articles sent to him. Someone knowledgeable in the field has to prepare an article.
So let us all try to share our knowledge on
all aspects of Canal Zone philately.
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